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The figures in the margin indicate full marks
for the questions

1. Answer axry ftue questions :

the ground ievel.
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(a) Deduce Planck's formula in connection
with biackbody radiation experiment. 5

(b) For a particle moving in a 3-D box of
lengths a, b and c, where potential
ener$r is zero, find the ener$/
expression and wave function. 5

(c) For a particle in l-D box, show that the
average value of momentum along
x-axis is zero. Find the wavelength of a
radiation emitted when a particle of
mass 9.O x 10-31 kg in a one-

dimensional box of length 3 A
undergoes transition from 1 = 3 level to

5x5=25

2Y2+2Y2
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(d) The threr

electric .otlotl 
wavelength for photo-

Calculate 
nission in tungsten is 2300 A.

must be 
wavelength of radiation that

,.r*rrrr.r_ 
r*.0 to eject electron with

s tate 
""_ :,T:,".T #,.?"rt j ;":,Iof photoeiectric 

"U;",---"i_LenWard. 
_ v*vul r;oServed by

^ 3+2

(e) Normalize the function cos nI x-- within
the interval 

I s x s a, *fr".J ,. is aconstant. Find the lowest .r*.g, of ,particle with mass g.O x rO_., kgenclosed in ,

Iengths t o r" 
three-dimensional 

box of
< 10- rs m, 2.0 x to- r. *. and 3.0 x l0_ ts _-

eners/ to be ,"ro* 
assuming potential

2+3

A Treating the n
particles ***:::;::*:Tt.ff:
calculate th
rrequency .i';" H::i., ":."r",T,,,::l
given that the lenorh ^; .:* .'"
morecure to be i"Ht"f 

the butadiene

5
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(3)

(g) Answer the following questions in brief :

0 Which of the following sets of
quantum numbers gives rise to real
hydrogen like wave function?

(1) lL=2,t=1,m, =-l
(2) tt=2, l=7.,m, =+I
(3) rL=2, I=L,mt=O
State reason. i

(iL) State how many folds a particular
ener$/ level of free axis rigid rotator
will be degenerated. 1

fiil Consider an atom with an excited
state where it spends 10- 8 s and

then comes back to the ground
state. Calculate the uncertainty in
the energr of excitation. 2

(iu) Deflne linear operator. 1

2. Answer any Jbur questions : 5x4=2O

(a) Calculate the average value of potential
eners/ of electron of H-atom in ls state. 5

(b) State the Hund's set of rules for
deciding the relative energies of state in
a system containing equivalent
electrons. Determine the term symbols
for-

0 L=2,
(ii) L = t,
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s=*;
s=3. 5
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(c)

(d)

l4l

Find the operators for x-, A- and
z-components of angular momentum.
Which physical quantity is represented
by Hamiltonian operator? Find operator
for kinetic ener5/ in x-dimension. 3+1+1

The Hamiltonian for hydrogen atom and
the ls wave function in atomic units are

_1
r

-r

respectively. Calculate the ground-state
ener5/ of hydrogen atom in Si units.
Express your result also in electron

4+Lvolts.

For a chemist, ry2 (probability density) is

of more interest than ry. Variation of V2
with r for various states (of ls and 2s) of
H-atom is shown below :

234
r--------+

( Continued )

{s)
However, Bohr's theory predicts that the
electron in 1s state of H-atom is to be
found at r = ao (Bohr radius). Solve this
confusion and also draw actual radial
probability at different values of r for
H-atom. 5

A ft) A hydrogen-like wave functidn is
given below with r in atomic units :

J'
V = --::= 

"s 
/z (G - Zr) Zr exp (- Zr / 3l cos 0

Bh/n

Determine the quantum numbers
rL, Z and mr just from this
expression. lV2

(it) State Pauli's principle of anti-
s5rmmetric wave functions. 1

(iii) W}::at do you mean by cornplete
wave function? Write the complete
wave function for ground state of
He-atom. 1Y2+l

3. Answer any three questions : 5x3=15

(a) Use LCAO-MO theory to solve the
Schriidinger equation for the electron of
Hi to find the normalized wave

functions and corresponding ener5/
expressions. s

it=-r v2
2

1
r

4n
Vls =

(e)

t.2

/l\

'u,'l o'8

I
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(b) ft) From

level 
the molecular orbr

.t "tr-,.1i'*';; 
":T:'t ffffi

pararni Lrrc molecule is
(i.4 show 

egnetic or nor.
hat fi, b"l = in.

Icl . Use Hricke
stabitity 

", 
j,-::,tn"o to explain rhelenzene molecule.

(d) Calcuiate the l.^+^*.,^__ . i
molecure ;" ,;j"t:"nal enerry of co

;?Tfl:i::j,,j:i .,-,. :il:::, ;llT
(e) (t) A homon 

tength of co is 113 p;' --' 5

has ,n" illt-i .diatomic morecure
orbitar ;"?ffiloit"" motecurar

2

-)
r)

ro] uj zcfi zal uf scl tn]
number of

(1) 
,m*r is the netbonding electrons?

(2) What wifi be
plicity C ;. -tle 

sqin multi-

(3) what *o.rro 
ground state?

murtipliciry 
"." 

f? the spin
molecule ior., ift - 'ht resulting
tn. tn"'r#rpu one got" o,, oi

1%
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(iE

(iit)

l7)

Predict the stability of HeH
molecule on the basis of molecular
orbital theory.

Explain why HCI is more polar than
HF on the basis of enerry of atomic
orbitals.

***
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